ArchiMate® 3.0.1 metamodel — Core

Only direct relations are shown, expanded to show only real meta-model elements

Uses the Mastering ArchiMate 9-colour scheme, to assist learning and quick reading

See http://masteringarchimate.com/ for more on ArchiMate
ArchiMate is a Registered Trademark of The Open Group
ArchiMate® 3.0.1 metamodel — Non-Core

Only direct relations are shown

Motivation

- (Goal)
- (Stakeholder)

(Outcome)

(Value)

(Requirement)

Any Structural or Behavioral Element from Strategy or Core domains

Any Composite Element
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Strategy

- (Course of Action)
- (Resource)
- (Capability)

Core Structural Element
(e.g. Actor, Role, Application Component, Node, Interface, Artifact, Material, Object)

Core Behavioral Element
(e.g. Process, Function, Service)
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Composite Elements

- (Location)

Can Aggregate Structural and Behavioral Elements.
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Implementation & Migration

- (Implementation Event)
- (Work Package)
- (Deliverable)
- (Gap)
- (Plateau)
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